==0=ale100==20==Host Jafo says:
=Star Trek: Apache - Episode #8
Week # 7
Mission: "Quiet Moments"
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=It's a Boy!!!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==Captain =Tyria Turnbull, after a long labor of over 24 hours, have given birth to =a beautiful baby boy. Minor complications arose due to the baby being breeched, however Dr. Naegle and her =staff delivered Apache's newest crewmember without hardly any =difficulty.
==20
=Host Jafo says:
=The half human/Vulcan infant is only 34 weeks duration and =both Mom and baby are doing fine and resting comfortably.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==20To add to the joyous occasion, Commander Linard met with Captain Madred =who informed her that Apache's decommission has been cancelled. The rest =of the crew that was left behind at Starbase 275 has been recovered and =will re-join Apache very soon.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==20Apache is undergoing yet another extensive refit and all of her senior =staff are getting somewhat of a shoreleave at SB 366 and the W'Lendan =Prime facility, a much needed relief from past events.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=New orders have also come from Starfleet. Once Apache is =fit for duty, she is to head to back to Cardassian space.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 7 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::in Main engineering, organizing what staff he has::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: In Main Science making final adjustments to Torpedo Test results::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::stands at auxiliary tactical station on the bridge organizing reports =on status of tactical upgrades for the CTO::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::is in her quarters about to head to the bridge ::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::on her way to her temporary office::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::walks up to TAC and checks his readout::  TO:  Mister Kor, come here, =please...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::sitting in her quarters holding Brian ... looking into =his tiny face as he sleeps::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: As well as running a series of level 5 diagnostics on the sensor =array::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::on her way to the captain's quarters to check on her::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::nods to CTO and follows:: CTO: Yes sir
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::monitors situations from ops::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::chimes the captain's door::
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Exits his quarters and walks down the corridor with his crew.  Telling =them to be quite and just to observe,=20and especially not to get in the way. :: Self: This is our first aboard =ship report.  ::Grins:: And this is my big chance!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::cradles her son carefully in her arms as she shifts =positions on the sofa:: CMO:  Enter.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: OPS receives a call from the cargo bay where they =report the need for assistance with a cargo that is being stabilized.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=TO:  ::looks at the results quickly::  I need you to monitor this =readout here... seems the console has a "bug" ::smiles::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=Staff: All right, here's how we're going to do it. This ship has been =long overdue in repairs, and I aim to see it fixed in record time.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::makes a small detour before heading to the bridge::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::enters TL and decides not to go to office:: COM: Location of CSO =Storal
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::enters the captain's quarters:: CO:  Good morning, Captain.  How are =you and the little guy doing?
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::nods to the CTO and starts checking out the readout.:: CTO: Aye sir =::he replies in his deep voice as he begins to isolate the bug::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::Opens come link to engineering:: *CEO*: Engineering assistance is =needed in the cargo bay.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::ducks beneath the console and removes the panel, fumbling around a =bit::  TO:  How is that?  Better?  Best?  Worse?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Self: By the Emissary! I have fallen behind, ill be glad when my science =personnel return
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::rings the door chimes on the CO's door::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=Staff: Alpha shift will start by replacing the main deflector dish. The =guys on the starbase should have one ready for us.
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=CTO: Worse sir
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=*CEO*: Chief, are you there?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::picks up a blanket for Brian and lays it across her =arm... looks up at Janet:: CMO:  I'm exhausted and Brian has been quiet =as can be.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::nods and does some more fumbling;  moving that around, changing this =and that::  TO:  And that?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=*OPS*: Understood, we're on our way.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::wonders if SFI will take out all of his surveillance nodes::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks up as the chime sounds again:: XO:  Enter...
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::nods to himself:: CTO: Better sir.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Stops and looks over his PADD.:: Self: They are undergoing a refit.  =The CO has had a baby. ::Grins:: Babies are good PR stuff!
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: with a verbal WHOOSH!! he slides his chair from one console to =another::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::walks over to where the captain is sitting, with a tricorder in hand::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=CEO: Understood.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO:  Please sit down.  ::motions toward the other end of =the sofa and the chairs::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::walks into the TL:: Aloud: Bridge.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::nods and tries another trick, moving this thingy to that thingy and =twisting it::  TO:  Where are we now?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=Staff: Beta shift, you're with me to the cargo bay.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::enters the CO's quarters and peeks inside seeing the CMO:: CO: Am I =interrupting anything??
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::enters the bridge::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::sees Rikus tugging at the isolinear chip::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=Staff: I know we're a little shorthanded, but for the pride of the =Apache's engineering staff, we'll get this done. Let's move!
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::grins::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=CTO: That shows an improvement sir. And it very close to 100%
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::watches Janet as she checks the baby:: XO:  Just Dr. =Naegle taking care of the two of us.  Please sit down.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=CTO: Rikus, need a hand?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::sees FCO::  FCO:  Greetings, Commander... ::smiles::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::grabs work kit, and exits ME with Beta shift in tow::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::exits TL and heads towards the Apache:: Self: better check on him
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::runs tricorder over mother and baby then sits down:: CO:  You and =Brian seem to be doing just fine.  I'm a bit concerned about your =exhaustion.  But I guess it is normal, has he=20been keeping you awake at night?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: another WHOOSH and he shifts to long-range sensors::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=CTO: All it needs is a little hit and it should work.
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::notices a report flash on his screen:: CTO: Sir, report in on the new =shield modifications. ::hands CTO a PADD::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::grins and comes a little closer:: CO: I just wanted to drop by and say =hello....I won't be staying long..
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=FCO:  No, but thanks for asking ... I think we've got it after=20a little tactical work. ::smiles::  TO:  Okay, now try to fix the rest =using the console ... maybe even improve if you can?  ::winks::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Long-range sensors show amazingly little ... as the =Apache is in a big concrete box called dry dock.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::shakes her head no:: CMO:  Not any more than would be =expected.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::enters TL on Apache:: TL: Deck 4
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::squeezes in TL with the rest of beta shift:: TL: Ugh ... deck 17!
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::walks over to helm controls::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::nods to CTO:: CTO: I’ll see what I can do. ::turns back to =console and starts running a series of tests::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::smiles and takes the PADD::  TO:  Thank you, Mister Kor...  ::reads =it::  Aloud:  Whoa, that is nice...  good ... uh-huh...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks up at XO:  Good morning, Commander.  I'm just here making sure =that the captain and the baby are progressing nicely.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::turns on his console::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::runs a few minor diagnostics::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::exits TL on deck 17 and enters the cargo bay with the engineering =team::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::smiles down at the little bundle of joy:: CMO: And the same to you too =Doctor.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::puts the blanket over onto her shoulder::  XO:  I'm glad =you did Kathleen.  It's always good to see you.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::starts to plot in the new coordinates for the next voyage::
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Motions his crew to follow him and heads toward the CO's quarters. =20Then stops in his tracks:: *XO*: This is FNS Reporter Randy.  I was =wondering if I could stop by the Captains quarters for a very quick =visit.  Just a picture or two… ::pauses:: …if that’s okay =with you and the Captain sir?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CO:  Okay, I'm not going to recommend any drastic things.  Just get as =much rest as possible, okay?  And I'll be back to talk to you in a =while, okay?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: I have to be on duty in a few minutes...would it be okay if I held =him for a moment?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::leans back gently against the console::  Self:  Okay, I see how that =works... ::switches pages::  ooh, again nice...  ::smiles:: …now that =will work, too.
=20
=Host CPO_Juarez says:
=::sees the CEO come in:: CEO: Oh ... sir ... I didn't =realize Lieutenant Evans would send you down.  I was expecting the =Lieutenant himself...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks up:: XO:  Kathleen, would you like to hold him?   =CMO:  It's good to know that he's doing well after the frightening =start.
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::continues his test and dials in the readouts on the console the best he can. =Another report comes across his screen::  CTO: Sir, Tac teams are having =difficulty in torpedo control. Sir, may I have permission to go down =there and give them a hand?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=20::exits TL and enters Main Science:: ::notices CSO rolling from one =console to another:: CSO: Good Morning Ky, umm Sir :: tries not to laugh =the vision of him rolling around still fresh in her mind:: How are you =today?
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Tells his crew to check their equipment, and waits.::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*FNS*: Please stand by
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::reaches up to let Kathleen hold Brian::
=20
=Host CPO_Juarez says:
=::points at some cargo they just took aboard:: CEO: We had =to take aboard this cargo over here for delivery at W'Lendan Prime when we ship out.  The =problem is that it's frozen and we can't seem to get the temperature =down in the bay to keep it that way.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CO:  Yes, maybe it's a good thing you are in such good health.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::reads for a second and nods his head::  TO:  Sounds good, sounds good, =head down there and report as soon as you get something accomplished =::smiles and moves to take TAC from TO::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::takes him gently in her arms, cradling his head in the crook of her =arm and elbow:: CO:...oh my......
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::nods at CPO:: CPO: How low do you want it?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: stops mid-roll and glances at the CNS::  CNS: I’m alright Cal, =Just trying to get caught up
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::watches the CO and XO::
=20
=Host CPO_Juarez says:
=::looks at the CEO stupidly:: CEO: Umm ... freezing, sir.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: There are some reporters that want to see you. Do you feel up to it =right now? I can tell them to stand off until you feel better.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Wants to respond but decides not to.  Has his crew check their gear =once again and is getting a bit impatient:: Self: Hmm.  They must be =busy.  ::taps his foot.::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO:  I have you and S'Toran to thank for that.  ::smiles =as Kathleen holds Brian::  If you two hadn't pushed me the way you =did...
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::moves to exit the bridge. He ducks his head as he enters the TL:: Deck =12.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Kor does not duck low enough and violently smashes =his forehead into the turbolift arch.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::cocks an eyebrow:: CPO: Okay ... I though you would have a specific =temperature, but...
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::chuckles and then turns back to his work::  Self:  That guy is quite =possibly too tall...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::smiles:: CO:  Well, you know the commander and I were just thinking of =your best interests.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks from Janet to Kathleen:: XO/CMO:  I guess this =should have been expected... that will be fine.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*XO/CO*: I’m compiling my complete report on the torpedo testing =... you should have it within the hour.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: ...that's going to hurt in the morning.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=CPO: Let's set it at -15 degrees then.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::looks around and notices no one else is there:: CSO: looks like you're =pretty busy?
=20
=Host CPO_Juarez says:
=::nods at the CEO:: CEO: Good idea, sir.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::sees him holding his head::  TO:  All you all right?  ::barely holding =back a chuckle::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::mumbles something about a made for nanites::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::hands the baby back to Tyria:: CO: Are you sure?
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=CTO: I'm fine sir
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*CSO*: Acknowledged. Thank you Commander
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Sighs and starts to walk around the ship, getting out of the way of =the ships' personnel, looking for something, anything to report on.::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::heads over to a wall console and begins lowering the temperature =gradually::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::ducks really low as he steps out on to deck 12::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::nods::  TO:  Good, good... ::turns back to the console and tells the =crews Kor is coming down to assist::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Well with Jon moving to Engineering, I’ve fallen behind a =tad ... I'll get caught up.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The starbase crews finish installing the new =deflector array and signal the bridge that it's okay for the Apache to =fire her up.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO:  Yes and also his... ::indicates Brian::  XO:  Not =really, but I can understand the interest.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: How are you?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::looks over to Rikus:: CTO: Tough kid. ::smiles::
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Sighs and finds nothing noteworthy to report on, continues to wonder =around the ship.:: Self: Nice ship.  Seems like a very good crew too.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::nods:: CO: Okay, I'll let them in for a short visit.....I won't let =them stay long.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=FCO: True, true... :;smiles::  shall we turn on that deflector for them?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CO: That's true, and his ::looks at Brian::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=ALL: Star base has signal new deflector array is ready for power up.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*FNS*: Report to the Captain Turnbull's quarters, please. She will see =you for a short visit
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::smiles:: CSO: Umm ... good. ::pauses:: I was hoping we could find some =time to talk ... our last talk was somewhat rushed ::more like tense and =one way::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO:  Doctor, would you mind holding him for a few minutes? = ::looks at Kath.:: XO:  Thank you, Kathleen.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=XO:  Do you need my help with the reporter, Commander?
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::strides by the FNS reporting team. the 6 foot 10 Cardassian doesn't =even notice them::
=20
=Host CPO_Juarez says:
=::frowns:: CEO: It appears to be a problem with the EPS =relays...
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::frowns as nothing happens:: CPO: Probably. Let's check it out.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::reaches for the baby:: CO: Not at all, Captain, I can take him in the =other room while you talk.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=*XO*: Aye sir, I’m on my way … just a deck down.  Thank you =sir. ::Quickly gets into the TL, and exits heading to the COs' =quarters.::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: head drops and he sighs :: CNS: Okay, I know that tone. :: smiles:: =What can I do for yah?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::takes out an engineering tricorder and heads to a hatch on the wall::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::smiles at the CO and heads out:: CMO: That would be nice Doctor. I'm =needed on the bridge shortly. I was thinking you could give him only =five minutes.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::hands the baby to Janet then stands:: CMO:  You don't =have to leave with him... I just wanted to get something from the =bedroom.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::opens the hatch and begins scanning::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::enters Torpedo control. He really doesn't have to tell anyone to get =outta the way, they just kind of move. He doesn't say a word, just =starts working::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CMO: Actually I'm pretty sure the baby is who they want to see as =well... ::grins::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::smiles:: CSO: I guess it's about our new TO... we really haven't had a =chance to talk about it.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=CTO: I think we should.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=CPO: Yes, the EPS relays are out of alignment.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Stops at the CO's doorway.  Tells his crew to be totally respectful, =and courteous, then chimes the CO's door.::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CO:  Okay, I'll just sit here with him. ::sits in the chair holding =Brian as best she can::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: continues to work :: CNS: I see
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::walks over to another console and turns on the deflector array::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks into the bedroom and gets a blanket for herself, =then gets a glass of water as she walks back into the living room:: CMO: = You're a natural ::smiles::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::nods::  FCO:  I'll go ahead and take care of that for you, then, =sir... ::slowly powers up the deflector dish::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::powers down the relays, grab a tool from his kit, and begin =re-adjusting them::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::smiles back as she holds the baby to her shoulder::  CO:  Thanks, I've =never had children of my own.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::looks at the CO:: CO: Shall I let them in?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::powers back on the relays once down and scans them::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::takes off the torpedo console top and starts to replace several =chips::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::takes a deep breath:: CSO: Now isn't probably a good time as you are =so busy… ::pauses:: …however I would like you to make an =appointment with me as soon as possible. ::oh great by the book::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::shakes her head:: XO/CMO:  Would you like something to =drink?  ::walks to the door, blanket in hand and opens it:: FNS:  You =must be the reporter that we're expecting.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=CPO: That should do it. Try it now.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::hmm I haven't seen the Commanders child yet.::
=20
=Host SB_OPS says:
=COM: Apache: Apache, this is Starbase Operations.  Once =your deflector is up to power, you are free to leave space dock and set course for Starfleet Repair Facility 092 in orbit of =W'Lendan Prime.  Recommend full impulse until you have a chance to run =full diagnostics on your new deflector.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Puts on his best smile and dusts off some non-existent dust specks.  =Tells his crew to do the same. Smiles as the door opens.:: CO: Yes ... =pleased to meet you Captain Turnbull.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CO:  I'm all right captain, Commander?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Actually I was just finished here ... so I’m free.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::heads out the door as the FNS comes in:: CO: I really have to go...but =thank you anyway...I'll drop by later when things settle down
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::monitors the deflector dish and the progress in torpedo control =side-by-side::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: You are? ::pauses and smiles:: Great, would you like to talk here =or my office?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::steps back and allows the reporter and his crew in::  XO: = Thank you, Commander, I'll look for you then.  ::returns to the sofa:: =FNS:  Make yourself comfortable.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::continues cradling young Brian in her arms::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=COM: SB_OPS: Copy that Apache out.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::smiles and waves at the CMO and nods to the CO and FNS as she leaves =heading for the TL::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO:  Do you want me to take him, or are you ok?
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Enters and motions his crew to keep behind him, nods and smiles to the =XO:: XO: Thank you sir. ::steps in.::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::notices he needs to get under the console to replace something. He kneels down, looks over the =situation, and realizes he isn't going to be able to fit under there. =Turns to Tac crewman:: Tac Crewman: Replace junction c7 under there =please.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: We can talk here... :: motions to a chair:: …have a seat
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=<TAC_Sarlis>  TO:  Yes sir... ::follows orders::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks at Brian, he seems comfortable:: CO:  I'm doing fine. This way =you can concentrate.  FNS:  I would like to ask you to keep it short =though, please.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=TL: Bridge. ::feels the lift take her upwards::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::lowers the temperature, and begins shivering:: ALL: Brr ... okay gang. =It's all fixed. Let's go before we turn into snowmen!
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::walks over and takes a seat:: CSO: Ky when we spoke the other day =about Ens. Kor… ::pauses:: …I have to admit your reaction threw =me.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::closes hatch and gathers up his things::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::starts to work on top of panel while Sarlis works underneath::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::studies the reporter thinking that he looks familiar:: =CMO:  Thank you Doctor.
=20
=Host CPO_Juarez says:
=::nods:: CEO: Aye sir ... wish I knew what it was we needed =to keep so cold.  ::goes to check the thermostat on the cargo::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::notices Ky shift in his seat::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=<TAC_Sarlis>  ::works hard and finishes the job quickly::  TO:  There, =sir, is that to your liking?
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Is a bit nervous, and stands there:: CO: I was wondering if we could =take a few camera stills of you and your baby. ::Smiles::  And maybe ask =a few questions.  ::Sighs:: Nothing ... ahh=20… nothing that important, just about having a baby aboard your ship.  =I promise it'll only take a few minutes.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::nods acknowledgement of the captain's thanks::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::walks over to the Big Chair and sits down::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::Looks around the bridge::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::enters the bridge:: FCO: Report... ::heads for her chair and sits =down::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: How so councilor?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::notes the reporter's nervousness::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::notices positive results in torpedo control::  Self:  And he does good =work, too, I see...
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=XO: We are free to proceed to Repair Facility 092; once defector has had =a diagnostic we can move at warp speed.
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::nods to Sarlis:: TAC: Well done. Now, start your tests. ::he steps =back and lets the Tac do his test
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::nods CPO:: CPO: We'll probably find out on the way. If you need =anything else, give us a call.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods to the reporter:: FNS:  Of course ... If you don't =mind, let's take care of the questions first, then we can take care of =the pictures. ::glances at Brian in Janet's arms::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::checks the status on the deflector array::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=<TAC_Sarlis>  ::jumps up and moves to the console, working diligently::  =TO:  Yes, of course, sir...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: I had not expected you to welcome him with open arms ... however I =didn't expect you to be so vocal in your hostilities towards =Cardassians.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::exits CB with beta team and enters TL::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::easily watches over the Tactical Officer's shoulder as he runs the =test::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=OPS: Acknowledged. Thank you.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::nods his head with a sigh of relief::  FCO/OPS:  The deflector hasn't =malfunctioned, yet.  Quite a good thing to hear I’d say, yes?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=TL: Deck 13.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::shifts positions a bit as arms start to go numb::
=20
=Host CPO_Juarez says:
=::watches the CEO and looks at the cargo marked “Ps =00” warily::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::watches Ky run diagnostics::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::yawns as she makes herself comfortable on the sofa...:: =CMO:  Are you sure that you're ok?  You look like you're becoming =uncomfortable.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=CTO: That’s good to hear.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Smiles, and quickly motions his crew to get their gear set up.  The do =and he turns on his Tricorder.::  CO: You just had=20a baby.  How does it feel to have one aboard a Starship?   And be the =Captain at the same time too?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=<TAC_Sarlis> TO:  Hmmm, sir, what do you make of this?  Nothing or =should we fix?  ::looks to him::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Cal ... I have no choice in the matter. Like I said earlier ... I =will work with him ... I wont like it ... but I'll do it. My feelings =toward the Spoon heads haven’=20t and will not change.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::checks the status of the shields::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=Beta: Alpha shift should be done with the dish by now. I'm pretty sure =they got things working.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::smiles::  FCO:  Yes, yes, nicest thing I've heard all morning...
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Glances around and then back to the CO, smiling at the baby.::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::walks over to primary tactical::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::thinks it's not a good idea to lie to your captain:: CO:  Well, my =arms are starting to go a bit numb, Captain … if you don't mind. =::indicates Brian::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=FCO: Plot a course to the repair facility on W’Lendan Prime ... =once we are clear of space dock engage at full impulse
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*OPS*: The deflector is fully operational...
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::regards the readout:: TAC: It is not a normal reading, fix it. I would =suggest that your secondary processor is not getting a proper feed. =Check there.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::exits TL and enters ME, seeing Alpha shift all ready to get back to =work::
=20
=Host CPO_Juarez says:
=::leaves the bay wondering why he still feels so warm and =heads back to the Operations Office::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FNS:  This ship is my home now, having the baby here seems =natural to me... ::takes Brian and cradles him carefully in her arms:: =CMO:  I don't mind at all.  ::smiles::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::runs a quick diagnostics on the shields::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=XO: Aye sir.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=XO/FCO: Everything seems alright here ... ready to proceed out...
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=OPS: Inform the station that we are ready to leave
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::walks back to flight::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::shakes out numbness::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=XO: Sir CSO Storal reports Deflector is operational
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=XO: Aye Sir.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=OPS: Thank you Mr. Evans.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::checks ship's status::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FNS:  Being Captain of this ship, I would consider it a =bonus.  A wonderful crew, that is more like family ... you can't ask for =better.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::sighs at Ky's comments:: CSO: We have to work as a team Ky ... somehow =you will have to learn to do more than just work with him. ::sits forward:: Ky you saw how the =Cardassians treated Sonja? Mag ... Ensign Kor has been treated the same.
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=COM: Starbase: Starbase 366 The Apache is ready to depart.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=FCO: Take us out Mr. Lu 1/4 impulse
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=Alpha: Good work, gang. Everything seems to be up and running.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=<TAC_Sarlis> TO:  Yes sir… ::runs over there and begins working::  =Tell me, sir, when it gets back to normal...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::sits back and watches, monitoring::
=20
=Host SB_OPS says:
=COM: Apache: Acknowledged, Apache.  You are cleared to =depart ... god speed.
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=XO: We are cleared to depart.
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::notices the Trop console is now working to 100%:: Tac: Good job. ::taps his comm badge:: *CTO* Torpedo control repaired sir. Moving =to Cargo bay to check security of cargo we are transporting
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=XO: Aye, making way to the bay doors at 1/4 impulse.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::trying to find some way for Ky to view Mag in a different more =compassionate light::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Cracks his neck:: CNS: That is different...
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=COM: Starbase OPS: Thank you and farewell.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=<TAC_Sarlis> ::smiles::  TO: Thank you, sir, I do my best...
=20
=Host SB_OPS says:
=ACTION: Space doors open for Apache to depart the space =dock.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Giggles as he watches the baby.:: CO: Good.  How long have you been =aboard Starships in general?  Yes.  I noticed that ... family feeling =while wandering around.  It seems very nice.  You and your crew seem to get along very =well.   And how long have you been on this ship?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*TO*: Affirmative, Mister Kor, keep me informed... ::checks shields =again::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::exits Torpedo control and heads towards the Cargo bay::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::Runs checks on ops systems::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::runs a check on aft thrusters::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::sits back in her seat and checks the reports coming in::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::runs a check on port thrusters::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::Takes TL to Deck 17, making sure not to hit his head again. Enters =Cargo bay::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Besides ... we trusted Glinn Dorchel and look what happened!
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::shudders at that sound:: CSO: How is it different? ... He was =abandoned like Sonja.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=XO: Clearing the space doors.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::feels her eyes getting heavy, smiles down at Brian:: FNS: = I've been on this ship for a year now.  The USS Hayden before that for =almost 5 months.  Prior to the Hayden I was assigned to various Starbases.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::smiles gazing up at the screen every so often, loving every minute of =space travel::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=Staff: All right, alpha shift, get to work on the impulse and warp =engines. I want them working at full capacity ASAP. Beta shift; get to =work on reinforcing the hull. Let's go.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=FCO: Acknowledged. Engage warp 5 when we are clear of SB
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::takes out a Tricorder and starts to scan stuff::
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Sees the Captain Turnbull eyes.:: CO: That’s great.  Thank you =for your time Captain.  ::Motions his crew to zoom in on the baby and =then cut, and they do. ::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::shakes her head:: CSO: We can't judge a race by one person...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::notices the captain's tiredness:: FNS:  Can we continue this at =another time, sir?  I believe the captain needs a bit of rest. ::smiles =to take the sting out of the words::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::runs scans of the coordinates::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The=20TO's scans seem to return as normal. The items are listed on the =manifest and are largely equipment for working on vessels in the vacuum =of space where temperature is never a concern.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::gets to work on the impulse engines::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::feels Brian beginning to squirm in her arms... thinks =it's almost time to feed him:: CMO/FNS:  Thank you.  FNS:  Are you sure =that's all you need?
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Smiles and giggles once again.:: CO: That’s a wrap.  Thanks =again.  I don't want to take up anymore of your time.  I know that =you’=20re very busy, especially with the baby.  ::Turns to the CMO:: CMO: =I’m done.  We can do another one if you would like but I think =that’s enough.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::checks sensors, increases speed to Warp factor 2::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=FCO: ETA?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=XO: New heading, W’Lendan Facility, warp factor 2 sir
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=XO/FCO:  Sir, aren't we supposed to test the deflector first?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: True ... but like I have said in the past, I am a Starfleet officer =first. I can put my hatred behind ... it will not interfere with my =duties, if that’=20s what you are worried about.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Apache shoots, like a rocket, towards W'Lendan =Prime, which lies only ten light years distant.
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::continues to visually verify all cargo, after seeing the readouts are =in the green::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::checks the deflector dish::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks at the reporter:: FNS:  Thank you for understanding. ::looks at =the captain and baby:: CO:  Well, let's let you rest and feed the little =guy then, Captain.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: Sometimes we are faced with situations where Starfleet can only =guide us Ky ... you should know better than any that at times it is the =trust we have for=20our crewmembers that works in the end.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=OPS:  Okay, if we work together we can get this baby a little more ="broken in" ... so, here… ::hands him a PADD:: …run these tests =... teamwork is great. ::winks::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=FCO: How's the dish holding up? ::grins::
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::smiles as he notices his crew packing up:: CO:  Captain?  Would it be =okay to just wander the ship.  I promise not to get in the way of your =crew. ::motions his crew out the door::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Trust is earned...
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=CTO: Okay do key… ::starts running tests::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks to the captain for her answer, and stands up to leave::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::begins working hard to get the dish more "warp capable"::  OPS:  Thank =you very much, sir...
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::watches the light years decrease::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=CTO: No problem.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: true, true... ::pauses and smiles:: …but you have to be given =the chance to earn it also
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::finishes inspection of cargo and heads out of cargo bay to TL:: TL: =Bridge.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FNS:  I appreciate the consideration.  ::looks down as the =baby begins to cry:: CMO/FNS:   Good idea. ::thinks perfect timing::  If = you'll excuse me, stands to see the reporters out:: FNS:  That will be fine as long as you refrain from entering =restricted areas ... unless... CMO:  Would you care to show him around?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: In Main Engineering, Mister Yeung notices that it's =an awful lot hotter than usual. Why is he sweating?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=XO: The dish is working, sir.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=FCO: Thank you; take us back to full impulse just the same.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::smiles and giggles as he waves bye-bye to the little one.:: CO: Not a =problem!  I wouldn't think of=20doing that sir.  ::turns to the CMO with a smile:: CMO: Thank you too =sir.  ::exits the CO’s quarters.::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: The chance is there ... I am a professional ... I will work with =him ... and if need be, put my life in his hands. But I WILL NOT =associate with him on my time.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=XO: Aye, Commander.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::lets out a deep breath:: Self: Phew ... I didn't think I was working =that hard. Engineer: What's the temperature in here?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::takes the ship to full impulse::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::exits TL on the bridge and moves over to auxiliary tactical station:: =CTO: All cargo secured and visually verified sir.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks at reporter:: CO/FNS: Sure, Captain.  I'll show him around. =::motions for the FNS to follow her as they leave the captain's =quarters::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=TO:  Very good, Mister Kor, and in record time, too. ::smile::  Nice =job...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: As Mister Evans moves from one station to the next =he trips over a pair of steps and falls ... hard ... a sickening crack =sounding from his left forearm.
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::begins watching sensor readouts for any tactically unusual readings::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::enough for today … smiles:: CSO: That is all I can ask...
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::turns to OPS::  OPS:  Are you okay, sir?
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Smiles at the CMO as he gathers his crew together again.:: CMO: Where =are we going first?
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=ALL: Ouch, oh that hurt. Ahh...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::makes herself comfortable and begins feeding Brian:: =Brian:  You are going to get more attention than either of us know what =to do with, sweetheart.
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=CTO: I think my arm is broken…
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=FNS:  Well, let's start at the bridge and work our way down.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=OPS:  Curses, can you make it to sickbay or do you need help?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=*CMO*: Doctor, get a medical team up here.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Then there is nothing to worry about then. :: stands:: I have to go =to the bridge and finish my work up there.
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=XO: Permission to go to sickbay, Commander?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::wipes the sweat form his forehead with the back of his hand::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=CTO:I can make it … sir.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::takes his tricorder and starts to tap some info about the interview =with the CO on it:: CMO: Do you think that’=20s wise?  I mean the Captain said not to enter restricted areas.  If a =problem develops on the bridge ... we could get in the way.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::smiles as Ky stands to leave:: ::still sitting:: CSO: Duty calls =::smiles::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=OPS: Stay put, mister Evans a team should be up shortly.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::enters turbolift with FNS:: *FCO*: What seems to be the problem?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::stands and looks at OPS:: OPS: Acknowledged ... do you need some help?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=<Engineer> CEO: Temperature's at normal setting, sir.
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=FCO: Aye sir
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::motions for a crewmember to escort the OPS to Sickbay::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::smiles::  FCO/OPS:  Yes, better to make the doctors run a bit for us, =eh?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: You do know that I'm here at any time if you need to talk? =::smiles::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=*CMO*: Mister Evans took a spill and broke his arm.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: places a hand on her shoulder:: CNS: Thanks Cal ... I know what you =are trying to do.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=FNS:  You're probably right.  How about Fort Apache?  Our lounge is the =best, and our bartender is one in a million. ::grins::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::raises an eyebrow:: Self: Well, that's plenty odd. ::unzips the front =of his uniform a bit::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::smiles at CTO Drathlai::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::quickly returns to TAC::  TO: Until they "fix" OPS, run these scans of =the dish for me...
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Walks with the CMO:: CMO: How about your recreation facilities? =::smiles and chuckles slightly:: CMO: My thoughts exactly.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::smiles at the baby and adjusts her arm a little as she =watches him::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::smiles:: CNS: Now, if you will excuse me, I need to get back to work.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=CMO: So it’s called Fort Apache.  How did it get that name?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::smiles:: CSO: You had better get to the bridge ... one more thing =though. ::grins:: You really should try massage for that neck of yours, =instead of that cracking.
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::nods to CTO and moves over to OPS station to take over for him:: CTO: =Aye sir, running tests now:: ::begins running tests and watching other =OPS functions::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=:: walks over to a replicator:: Computer: A glass of water, 5 degrees =centigrade.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: chuckles:: CNS: I’ll look into it. :: heads for the Bridge::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*FCO*: Okay, take him to Sickbay and have Dr. Karl look at it.  I'll be =in to check on him momentarily.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Continues to follow next to the CMO while typing on his tricorder.::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::sits in her chair in Main Science and looks around after Ky has left:: =Self: Not good ... but not bad ... I guess.
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::holds his arm grimacing in pain::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::takes the glass once it materializes and takes a gulp of water::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::turns to FNS:: FNS: I'll get you settled in at the lounge, okay? Then =I need to check on this crewman.
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::As he finishes each test he sends a report to the CTO console::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::moves him to the other arm as he's finished eating, then =lifts him to her shoulder ... strokes his back::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: enters the TL:: Computer: Bridge
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=OPS:  Yes ... you got to watch that first step… ::trying to take his =mind off the pain::  I almost did the same thing.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::walks over to the medkit grabs a hypo for pain and administers to =OPS::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::in turbolift:: TL: Fort Apache.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::smiles at the TO as each report comes::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::stands to leave for her office:: self: back to the grind ::glad she =spent the extra time the previous day sorting all the reports::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CTO: How are repairs coming?
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Smiles and continues to tap away at his tricorder.:: CMO: Sure.  No =problem. ::thinks that the lounge is the best place to get some gossip, =and grins::
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=All:  I'll be okay ... I think
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=OPS: That should relieve some of the pain … but we need to get you to =sickbay.
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=FCO: Aye sir
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::finishes the water and puts the glass back on the replicator:: Self: =There, that should solve that hot flash.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::enters TL:: TL: Deck 9…
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: exits the TL as it arrives on the Bridge and walks over to the XO:: =XO: My report ma’am, thought that you would like to go thru it =before I transmit it.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::hands the XO a PADD::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::still working diligently on the tests::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Mister Kor notices that he is wiping his brow an =awful lot.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::exits turbolift at Fort Apache with the reporter::  FNS:  Here it is!  =Fort Apache!  And there's our bartender, Jax, larger than life!
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::while the CMO is otherwise busy he motions his crew to get ready to =mingle and try to get some gossip::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::places the baby in the cradle beside the sofa, then leans =back:: *CNS*: Turnbull to MacKenzie … I would like to speak to you =when you have time, counselor.
=20
=Host Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::looks up with a glare:: CMO: Doctor?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::turns to the CSO and takes the PADD:: CSO: Thank you Commander… =::reads it over quickly::
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::smiles:: CMO: I was wondering ... before you leave, could you tell me =why its named Fort Apache? ::smiles at the bartender::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=OPS: Lets go get your arm fixed.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::gets back to work, but wipes another trickle of sweat on his cheek::
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::continues to work on tests at OPS station … shakes his head several =times as he works, then speaks out in his deep voice:: ALL: Has anyone =else noticed an environmental change?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::exits TL and walks to her office:: Self: The reports on the couch are =the priority ones… ::sighs and enters her office and is shocked to see her couch cleared:: =Self: what the? ::stutters on hearing the Captains voice:: *CO*: Yes, =yes of course ... I'll be right there Captain.
=20
=Host Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::raises an eyebrow ... or would if he had any ... at the =reporter:: Self: Darn reporters...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Jax: Hi, Jax! This is ... well ... I never did get a name on you, sir.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Sir do you know why we are returning to Cardassian Space?
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=FCO: Aye sir... ::follows FCO::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::enters the TL::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CNS*: No hurry Counselor, at your convenience.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::looks around::  TO: Umm… ::kind of tests the air for a second:: =…kind of, why?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Jax: You could probably tell him everything he needs to know about the =ship, like how the lounge got it's name, for instance?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::shakes her head and notices that all the PADD's are neatly stacked on =her desk, nothing is out of place:: ::dazed:: CO: No now is fine.
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::smiles:: CMO: Sorry sir… ::extends his hand.:: …I’m Randy =Tira, Federation News Service reporter.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=Aloud: Sickbay.
=20
=Host Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::looks at the CMO:: CMO: Yes I could... ::goes back to =cleaning glasses completely failing to realize Doctor Naegle actually =wants him to tell the story::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::shakes Randy's hand:: FNS: Nice to meet you, Randy.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::shakes her head and leaves her office:: Self: Gremlins? ::enters TL:: =TL: Deck 2
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=CTO: Sir, I’m used to warm environments, but, it is getting =rather hot in here.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::smiles:: *CNS*  Thank you, Counselor.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CSO: Captain Madred didn't say just yet. We'll probably get our orders =when we are ready to leave the repair facility...
=20
=TO_Kor says:
=::seems to be having difficulty maintaining his concentration::
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Shakes the CMO's hand.:: CMO: Its a pleasure.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::exits TL and walks to Captains quarters … knocks on the Captains =door::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: I see. Do you have any questions about the report?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::exits the TL and heads for sickbay::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Jax: Jax, could you do me a favor?  I need to go to sickbay to check on =a patient.  Could you regale Mr. Tira with stories of heroism and =bravery on the USS Apache?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS:  Come in.   ::smiles as Calgary walks in::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::nods::  TO: Yes, I don't know... check it... ::motions to the =console::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::enters sickbay::
=20
=FNS_RandyT says:
=::Turns to the bartender:: Burta: It’s a pleasure to meet you =too, sir. Ah ... sorry. I don’t know how to properly address you =sir.  ::Sighs.:: Do I call you sir?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::taps on the PADD still reading it:: CSO: No, this looks fine... =::hands the PADD back to him and smiles:: CSO: Good work, Lt Commander.
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=::Enters sickbay::
=20
=Host Jaxlt_Burta says:
=CMO: Certainly Doctor... ::levels his gaze on the =reporter:: FNS: Jax … just Jax.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::shakes her head whilst waiting:: Self: I know they were on the couch =when I left… ::doors open her head still shaking:: CO: Umm, hello =Captain? You are well, I hope? ::smiles::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=Dr_Karl: Could you treat Mr. Evans?
=20
=Host Jaxlt_Burta says:
=Tira: What can I get you? ::motions towards the bar behind =him::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::starts his last test on the deflector::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<Karl>FCO/OPS:  What happened?
=20
=OPS_Evans says:
=FCO: All be okay sir...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Thank you, sir. :: takes the PADD and walks over to Science one and =monitors sensors::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Sickbay receives a COM from the CMO of Starbase 366 =advising them that an outbreak of Thelusian Flu has been noted on the starbase and =that the Apache should watch out for a possible outbreak on the ship as =well.
=20
=Host T’Eah says:
=::sees the CMO in sickbay:: CMO: Doctor, we just received =flash traffic for you, from Starbase 366.  Medical Priority.
=20
=Host Jaxlt_Burta says:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 7 >>>>>>>>>>=20

